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NEW
 Underdawgs

(see pg. 8)

Premium Custom Footwear



Sole color: Black, White, Gray, Navy, Red
Upper strap color: Any Pantone color is available. Don't see yours below? Just ask!
Design: Patterns, Logos, Special Requests - The left and right slides can have different designs!
Materials: Microfiber upper straps with interior padding and EVA soles with mild arch support and massaging footbeds

Pride Slides
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Upper Strap Colors



Our Slide sizes are general and are based on men's US sizes; womens
sizes subtract 1 size to get our size. Our slides are whole sizes and true-
to-size so the best fit for someone who wears a half size will be the size
up (ex. size 8.5 should order size 9). The slides are more narrow vs.
wide so those with a wider foot should size up 1 size. Please refer to the
chart above to match the correct size by measurement to the shoe
imprint. Use "Our Size" when ordering.

FREE Shipping and Graphic Designs included!

Minimum Order = 10 pairs; Pricing is per design

Turnaround/lead time = 30 days

School Purchase Orders are accepted!

In a rush? We may be able to meet your deadline!
Contact a sales representative for more info.

*Size 16/17 is only available with a black sole.

Pricing

Sizing
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Order Info



What's your cause? Whether you're raising money for new uniforms, a team trip, charity, or you just want to spread
team spirit, Pride Slides has the perfect fundraiser for you with the original Online Footwear Fundraiser!

Check out our sample online store:

https://prideslidesfundraiser.itemorder.com/

Contact us to set up your fundraiser with your own online team store! We will make a mockup
designs and a flyer with a QR code you can share! You can also sell in person with order forms
or combine online and offline orders to maximize sales. We will send you an email with all the
details.

We need:
Shoe Type: PICK 3! (must have the same logo)

       Pride Slides, Moon Slides, Gaitors, and/or Underdawgs

Fundraiser end date (most run 2 - 4 weeks; 3 weeks most common)

Shipping address (including phone number for delivery)

Who to make the check out to

Any extras - Let us know if you need to add a drop-down menu, individual sales sheets, or
anything extra to help you sell more shoes!

Set Up!
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Fundraising
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Get Paid!

Once the fundraiser ends, we will send you a check by mail with all the funds that were raised! The
minimum to make shoes and send a fundraiser check is 10 pairs sold. If you sell less than 10 pairs, the
orders will be canceled and refunded unless you extend the sale or order extras to reach 10 pairs. You will
also receive tracking for the shoes once they have been shipped.

Promote!

Share your website on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, by email, and with flyers. Make sure everyone gets a
chance to buy some awesome slides!

We can add custom notes, a player list for players to get credit for sales, and send emails to buyers with
pick up information to make it your own! The more people that know
about it, the more you make! We can mail you a stock sample (not custom) if you need
a physical pair to show buyers and get an idea of quality alongside the mockup design. 

Shoes will be delivered to the coach or sale organizer to distribute the slides 30 days after the fundraiser
ends so make sure to set your end date and buyers' expectations accordingly. You will receive a
spreadsheet and receipts with buyer information to help sort and distribute the shoes.

Profit

10 - 99 pairs sold raises $10 per pair; 10 pairs raises $10x10 = $100
 

100 - 249 pairs sold raises $15 per pair; 100 pairs raises $10x15 =
$1,500

 

250+ pairs sold raises $20 per pair; 250 pairs raises $20x250 =
$5,000

Sale Price

Pride Slides = $37 
Moon Slides = $37
Gaitors = $44
Underdawgs = $55

Fundraising (continued)



Color: Everglades Black or Albino White
Design: Multicolor spray print. Imprint area is 3" H x 2" W. Any Pantone color is available.
Materials: 100% Novafoam EVA construction with attached rear heel straps

Pricing

Sizing
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Gaitors (Clogs)



Color: Lunar Gray and Dark Side Black only for orders under 1,000 pairs. Any color is available for
            orders larger than 1,000 pairs.
Design: Multicolor spray print or one-color engraved imprint on upper strap Imprint area is 2" H x 3" W
Materials: 100% Novafoam EVA one-piece molded construction; lightweight with a softer ride for recovery

Pricing

Sizing
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Moon Slides



Materials: Underdawgs (Standard) - Faux leather upper OR MoonSocks - NovaKnit upper: flexible,
            breathable, socklike; 100% Novafoam EVA white sole; elastic laces with plastic lace tips
Color: Underdawgs are available in any color (see pg. 1 for color options);
            MoonSocks are only available in Lunar Gray and Dark Side Black. Custom laces color upon request.
            Custom colors are subject to availability.
Design: Underdawgs - Screenprinted and 3D-debossed logo;
              MoonSocks - Multicolor embroidered logo
              Imprint/embroidery area is 3" H x 2" W. Solid colors only.

Underdawgs Upper/Lace Colors
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Underdawgs



Sizing

Underdawgs (Standard) Pricing

MoonSocks Pricing

FREE Shipping and Graphic Designs included!

Minimum Order = 10 pairs; Pricing is per design

Turnaround/lead time = 30 days

School Purchase Orders are accepted!
In a rush? We may be able to meet your deadline!
Contact a sales representative for more info.

Our Underdawgs sizes are general and are based on men's US sizes;
womens sizes subtract 1.5 sizes to get our size. Our Underdawgs are whole
sizes and fit large and half sizes should round up (ex. mens size 9.5 should
order size 10). Those with wide feet should size up. Use "Our Size" when
ordering.
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Order Info



Website: www.prideslides.com
Call/Text: (614) 664-8888
Email: sales@prideslides.com
Social: @prideslides - tag us!

Contact us today to get started with your FREE MOCKUP DESIGN!
Sample shoes are also available upon request.

Please share this catalog with every coach at your school (and outside
of it) so everyone has the chance to order some awesome slides!
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Our Info
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Design Notes/Sketchbook
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